
Club Name HOLLAND CODE Type of Club Mission of your Club
3D Design and Printing Club Realistic, Artistic, Social Academic Club The mission of our club is to create a collaborative and educational environment for anyone interested in 3D design and printing.
Academic Decathlon Club Investigative, Enterprising, Conventional Academic Club The Academic Decathlon Club aims to provide PHS students the opportunity to prepare for and participate in Academic Decathlon Competitions as a school team. Academic Decathlon is a unique academic competition that offers participants an experience of academic enrichment in a variety of subjects and disciplines including math, history, literature, science, economics, art, music, speech, and essay writing.
Allies 4 Everyone Social, Enterprising, Investigative, Awareness, Community or World Interest Although our club is meant for ALL students. The "4" stands for the four main systematically oppressed groups we plan to help/represent in PHS/in the tristate area. Therefore: the LGBTQ+ community, students with disabilities (mental and physical), students of oppressed races, and people of oppressed & stereotyped religions (i.e., Hindus, Muslims, Jews, et cetera). Our overall goal is to create a solid list of officials and lawmakers on our website to ensure that if a student (elementary, middle, high school, college) wants to advocate for change in their community, they'd be able to have the contact information for their town/city/state's lawmakers readily available (starting in Princeton/New Jersey). In PHS, the main goal of this club would be to introduce students to these compiled resources, and create a safe space where students can address their concerns; such as any discrimination, racism, prejudice, stereotypical behavior in classrooms. Ultimately, so that we can take methodical measures to ensure the students' concerns are heard and potentially resolved.
Ancient Greek Club Social Academic Club Spread knowledge on Ancient Greek language, culture, and history.

Apps for Social Good Social, Enterprising, Investigative Academic Club
Apps for Social Good is a PHS club dedicated to learning, designing and building mobile apps which solve real-world problems in our communities. We promote STEM learning among students from all races, genders, and socio-economic backgrounds! We encourage members to use their STEM skills to address pressing issues existing in our communities and at large.
 The club will organize and participate in hackathons. Additionally, members will have the opportunity to join non-profit organizations that certify community service hours for meaningful volunteer work promoting STEM education.

Art club Realistic, Artistic, Social Arts, Music, Performance or Culinary Our mission is to provide artists an opportunity to meet and bond over shared interests. We also just want to create a space where students can just enjoy art.
Artists of Analysis Social, Artistic Arts, Music, Performance or Culinary Helping young Artists explore their talent and learn to make impactful artwork through analysis of literature or other media.
Asian American Club Social, Artistic Awareness, Community or World Interest The mission of Asian American club is to celebrate various Asian cultures that contribute to the diversity of the PHS student body. We aim to help students learn more about Asian cultures by trying Asian snacks, discussing cultural traditions, and attending our annually hosted Asian Fest. Everyone is welcome to join this club and learn more about what it means to be Asian American.
Backpacking Club Social, Sports or Recreation Club Our club’s mission is to provide an environment where the members can discuss where they are from, their heritage, and cultural experiences. We believe by sharing our stories, foods, travels, and upbringing, we promote diversity and awareness.
Bee Club Realistic,Social, Enterprising, Conventional, Investigative Awareness, Community or World Interest Raise awareness about the issues bees face as well as learning information about bees. In the club, all members who want to will also be registered as a beekeeper on an online course. The end goal of the club is to get a beehive at PHS!
Book and Baking Club Realistic, Social, Conventional Arts, Music, Performance or Culinary I love reading books and baking, and while being passionate in both, I wanted to create a space for these two to intersect. Reading and baking are very therapuetic activities and I want to create a safe space for others to come into and explore these interests.
Boys Volleyball Club Relistic, Social Sports or Recreation Club To make a community to play volleyball within the school, and establish an inmterest in boys volleyball and serve as a stepping stone to making a boys volleyball team this school year.
BridgePHS Social, Enterprising, Investigative Awareness, Community or World Interest To foster respectful and productive dialogue in Princeton High School while introducing participants to new perspectives and differing opinions. We will host discussions on preselected relevant topics with guiding questions and moderators.
Cards Club Social, Realistic, Artistic Sports or Recreation Club To bring students together in a fun and inclusive environment where they can practice strategy across multiple cards-based activities, develop friendships, and learn new skills.
Chinese Club Social, Artistic Awareness, Community or World Interest To show everyone Chinese culture
Chinese Music Ensemble Artistic, Social, Realistic Arts, Music, Performance or Culinary To provide an enjoyable representation of Chinese music, traditional or modern.
Civil Air Patrol Realistic, Enterprising, Investigative Awareness, Community or World Interest To help connect our school with Civil Air Patrol
Classic Films Club Artistic, Social Arts, Music, Performance or Culinary To promote knowledge of the history, artistry, and technique of classic film, as well as to screen and discuss class films
Competitive Programming Team Realistic, Investigative, Enterprising Academic Club Princeton’s Competitive Programming Team develops strong competitive programming skills and creates a passionate community of coders through national and international competitions. Its teams have won state and national awards from Lockheed Martin, the University of Pennsylvania, and the United States of America Computing Olympiad.
Computer Robotics Club Realistics, Investigative, Enterprising Academic Club Learning about robotics design, cad, and computer science
Computing Olympiad Club Social, Investigative, Enterprising Academic Club To prepare our peers to compete in the USA Computing Olympiad and other programming contests.

Conspiracy Theory Club Social, Investigative Awareness, Community or World Interest

"Our mission is to enlighten the youths of Princeton High School about the
 hidden truths about the world and to conduct intellectual discussions about various
 theories. Are the theories facts? Why are conspiracy theories so intriguing? How did
 some of the more ridiculous theories come to be? In this club, we attempt to answer
 questions such as these among others."

Craft club Realistic, Artistic, Social Arts, Music, Performance or Culinary This club will consist of having weekly meetings to learn and participate in a new craft. We will also sell a portion of our creations to raise funds for a charity decided by the club
Creative Writing Club Artistic, Social Arts, Music, Performance or Culinary To create a space where young writers can practice their craft, and to inspire other high school students to try writing.
Cultural Club Social Awareness, Community or World Interest The goal of this club is to spread cultural awareness and diversity through cultural/traditional foods, objects, and conversations.
Documentary Club Realistic, Artistic, Social Arts, Music, Performance or Culinary To inform students about documentary making/filming and provide opportunities for students to delve into filmmaking with various projects
Dungeons & Dragons Club Investigative, Enterprising, Conventional, Artistic Sports or Recreation Club To play, teach, and enjoy D&D together with both experienced and new players.
Ethics Bowl Investigative, Social, Conventional Academic Club The mission of our club is to conduct open discussion about ethical issues and how to approach them. We are a competitive club that prepares for the NHSEB regional and national competitions by discussing the provided case sets and coming up with our own stances on the ethical issues presented.
Ethnicity club Social Awareness, Community or World Interest to connect people with their cultural tradition and to have the opportunity to share it with a group of like-minded people
Euro Challenge Investigative, Enterprising, Conventional Academic Club Preparing students for the Euro Challenge academic competition. In this club we research one European country and prepare an economic policy for this nation.
Fantasy Football Club Social, Investigative, Enterprising Sports or Recreation Club To utilize analytics to improve fantasy football experience. Analyze player performance and assess player impacts. Research players and teams as a group. Discussions regarding players and teams. To offer the ability for kids to make new friends. Have a good time as a club.
FBLA-PBL Social, Enterprising Academic Club FBLA-PBL inspires and prepares students to become community-minded business leaders in a global society through relevant career preparation and leadership experiences.
Fitness Club Realistic, Social Sports or Recreation Club To create and grow a community of people that love fitness
Foreign Literature Club Artistic, Investigative Academic Club The aim of the Foreign Literature Club is to investigate and analyze the numerous works of literature from around the world while also offering opportunities for students to participate in writing competitions (i.e Scholastic Writing competition, SHF Creative Writing Competition etc.).
Gaming Club Social Sports or Recreation Club The mission of the PHS Gaming Club is to gather people who share a common interest in gaming and create a community based on respect and good sportsmanship.
Gender Sexuality Alliance (GSA) Social Awareness, Community or World Interest As GSA, we work to create a safe space for people of all identities and educate our community about LGBTQ+ issues.
Get it Done! Social Academic Club A place where students can be themselves and thrive with peers in a safe and comfortable environment to work on assessments, metal health, and happiness
Girls Who Code Club Realistic, Social, Enterprising Academic Club Teaching PHS students basic coding knowledge, explore the core concepts of coding through interactive exercises and projects.
GTG Tutorial Club Social Awareness, Community or World Interest PHS GTG Tutorial Club provides free tutoring to students in cities, outside of the school community. We build bonds and grow together with students outside our community while developing a holistic understanding of the society and our role in it.
Guitar Club Realistic, Artistic Arts, Music, Performance or Culinary To promote musical literacy and personal growth
Health Occupations Students of America (HOSA) Realistic, Investigative Academic Club The mission of HOSA is to enhance the delivery of compassionate, quality health care by providing opportunities for knowledge, skill and leadership development of all health science education students, therefore, helping the student meet the needs of the health care community.
History and Quiz Bowl Social, Conventional Academic Club Giving people an opportunity to grow in history and other academic fields in a fun but competitive environment.
Horticulture Club Realistic, Artistic, Social Awareness, Community or World Interest Maintain and grow the plants/gardens around the school, as well as educate members on horticulture
Inventors Club Realistics, Investigative, Enterprising Academic Club To help educate people on skills needed to be an inventor. To let them have hands on experience on working on inventions. Etc.
Italian club Social Awareness, Community or World Interest Celebrate Italian culture
James Madison Club Investigative, Social Academic Club The James Madison Club will serve as an opportunity for students who are interested in constitutional studies, law, and political philosophy to engage in free and civil discussion. Students will have the opportunity to attend club sponsored lectures as well as lectures given by Princeton University. I am getting together a group of Princeton professors as academic advisors/speakers who would help us pick discussion topics and lead discussions as well. These discussions will touch on varying subjects having to do with issues such as constitutional law, jurisprudence, political thought, and other issues of our current age. During these discussions, members will be able to freely ask questions and engage in a civil exchange of ideas. The purpose of the James Madison Club is to emulate a public square through the free exchange of ideas and viewpoints on differing topics.
Japanese club Social Academic Club Spread the Japanese culture, language, and food.
Jewish Club Social Awareness, Community or World Interest Support the PHS Jewish Community
Junior State of America Social, Investigative, Enterprising Awareness, Community or World Interest Junior State of America is an organization that allows students to express their interests in democracy by directly participating in student-led government, focusing on leadership, activism, and education.
Key Club Artistic, Social Arts, Music, Performance or Culinary Perform music and donate all proceeds to charity.
Korean Culture Club Social Awareness, Community or World Interest To show and share Korean Culture with others through the viewing of Korean TV and other types of entertainment.
Latin Club Social, Conventional Academic Club The mission of our club is to create a space for anyone taking Latin or interested in Latin to learn about classics. This club also facilitates the PHS Certamen Team.
Latinos Unidos Social, Artistic Awareness, Community or World Interest To celebrate the cultures and traditions of the Latine community
Linc (Science Journalism and Outreach Club) Realistic, Enterprising Awareness, Community or World Interest Through various media outlets such as articles, podcasts, and video interviews, we will provide middle and high school students interested in the sciences with the resources to learn about science outside of the classroom and after high school. We will also organize outreach programs to give low-income family students in the area the opportunity to learn about industrial applications of science in the real world.
Lunch With Friends Social Awareness, Community or World Interest Make an inclusive environment for students of all abilities to eat lunch and feel comfortable.
Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence Club Realistic, Investigative, Enterprising Academic Club Mission statement: to introduce high schoolers to AI & ML concepts, bridge the gap between theory and practice, and actively discuss ethical AI.
Make America Green Again Club Realistic, Social Awareness, Community or World Interest Clean up the areas of Princeton
Mental Health Awareness Club Social, Investigative Awareness, Community or World Interest To spread awareness on mental health and help students unlearn any stigmatism surrounding mental health, as well as have discussions and talk about different ways we can support each other and learn healthy ways to deal with stress.
Minority Student Achievement Network Social, Enterprising Awareness, Community or World Interest MSAN is a national coalition of multiracial school districts that have come together to understand and eliminate racial opportunity gaps that persist in their schools.
Mock Trial Social, Investigative, Enterprising, Conventional Academic Club To teach students about the proceedings of a court of law, how to write opening/closing statements and examinations, how to act as both a witness on trial and an attorney, to compete and hopefully advance in the many rounds of the NJ State Bar Association’s High School Mock Trial competition, and to further an interest in law itself (also have fun!).
Model UN Social, Investigative, Enterprising Academic Club We aim to not only educate our members about current and historical events, but also experience them in a simulation. It fosters critical thinking, diplomatic skills, and research abilities.
NaNoWriMo Club Social, Artistic Arts, Music, Performance or Culinary NaNoWriMo club is an organization where people can write a book in one month. Our club will be having a group participate in that as well as be a general writing club where students can get feedback and bounce ideas off each other fo their creative writing endeavors.
National Economics Challenge Investigative, Enterprising Academic Club The mission of National Economics Exam is to engage members with economics outside of the classroom while preparing for the National Economics Challenge competition and the National Personal Finance Challenge competition. Focus will be on introductory economic concepts and concepts related to macroeconomics and microeconomics. These competitions have a qualifying round that is an online test.
Neurodivergency and Mental Health Coalition (N.M.C) Investigative, Social, Enterprising Awareness, Community or World Interest The mission of this club is to advocate and advocate for Autism Rights and Mental Health Rights including creating a safe place to autistic people and others with mental conditions (like Bipolar Disorder, Depression, ADHD, Dyslexia, Tourettes, OCD, D.I.D, Borderline Personality Disorder, PTSD). Educating people about autism and mental health is the most important thing which schools from different states lack to educate. As an autistic person myself, education and acceptance is very important because we want this school to be a safe environment for autistic people along with other conditions that are neurodivergent (such as ADHD, Dyslexia and Tourettes) and other mental conditions. Another thing we will work on is creating a safe space for autistic people in this school.
Neuroscience and Psychological Endeavors Club Investigative, Conventional Academic Club Students will engage in academic presentations and discussions relating to neuroscience and psychology, including other various topics. Club members would have different turns to present their researched presentation in front of the group. We will also have other interactive parts of the presentations, such as kahoots.
Neuroscience Club
(International Youth Neuroscience Association) Investigative, Conventional, Enterprising Academic Club To introduce high schoolers to the incredible field of Neuroscience. Teach them basics of brain anatomy and function. Show them fascinating discoveries being made in the field.
New Students Club Social Awareness, Community or World Interest We help new students with their transition into PHS and the Princeton community, assist them in registering for sports, clubs, etc., and answer any questions they may have. We also tour around new students that didn't make it to the orientation. While also creating a welcoming environment and give new students the opportunity to make new friendships. We are sponsored and in collaboration with the PTO.
Numina Gallery Realistic, Artistic, Social Arts, Music, Performance or Culinary To curate enjoyable exhibitions to showcase art pieces that the PHS community has created.
Philosophy Club Social, Investigative Academic Club The mission of the Philosophy Club is to teach philosophy and philosophy adjacent topics to all interested students. The club is a lecture and discussion format, with no prior knowledge of the topics required for members to join. Each week, there will be a new presentation, with the lectures being roughly in chronological order tracing the development of philosophical ideas and movements. Members will be encouraged to share their opinions on the issues presented during the discussion period and to even give their own lectures if they have a topic of interest they want to share with the group.
PHS Badminton Club Social, Conventional Sports or Recreation Club Harmonious and fair exercise.
PHS Biking Club Realistic, Social, Enterprising, Conventional Sports or Recreation Club Mission: To bring the joy of biking to a wider community at the school through rides and bike repair drives and to establish and deepen connections with local community and advocacy based groups.
PHS Biking Club Sports or Recreation Club PHS Biking Club combines recreational outdoor fun and joy of biking with sustainably responsible community building through educating future drivers on bike safety and repair, serving the community by providing repaired bikes to low-income riders
PHS Bollywood Club Artistic, Social Arts, Music, Performance or Culinary To provide information about aspects of Indian/south Asian culture in a fun way. We will do crafts, dance, watch Bollywood movies, and eat traditional Indian foods!!
PHS Bujo Club Relistic, Social, Artistic Arts, Music, Performance or Culinary To create a community that uplifts and inspires each other, spreads creativity and organization, and shares similarities and new ideas for bullet journal spreads, layouts, and hand-lettering.
PHS Chamber Group Social, Artistic Arts, Music, Performance or Culinary To share and play music together. We hope to foster a positive but casual environment where we can have fun with our instruments.
PHS Chess Club Social, Investigative Sports or Recreation Club To create a place where kids with an interest in chess can learn, play, and challenge themselves.
PHS DECA Social, Enterprising Academic Club Prepare emerging leaders and entrepreneurs in marketing, finance, hospitality and management. competence, innovation, integrity and teamwork.
PHS for Climate Action Social, Investigative Awareness, Community or World Interest To push for sustainable reforms our school and community.
PHS Futsal Club Social Sports or Recreation Club Create a welcoming and fun space for everyone to try a new sport with their friends.
PHS Golf Club Social Sports or Recreation Club We will be practicing golf in the gym at PHS by setting up indoor nets, mats, and putting greens for students to practice on. As a school club we will be able to practice off season at school and prepare for the school season.
PHS Korean Club Social, Artistic Arts, Music, Performance or Culinary Our mission is to spread Korean culture through music, dance, and communication.
PHS Linguistics Club Social, Artistic, Investigative Academic Club NACLO is a fun (and educational!) contest for U.S. and Canadian high school students in which contestants compete by solving compelling and creative puzzles in linguistics and computational linguistics. Requiring no previous knowledge of linguistics, languages, or computing, these puzzles can be solved by analytical reasoning alone, and serve as a fun introduction to a field to which many high school students have never been introduced. Winners of NACLO are eligible to compete in the International Linguistics Olympiad, one of twelve international high school science Olympiads
PHS Make Your Mark Social, Artistic Arts, Music, Performance or Culinary A place for students to express their artistic side by following recent creative trends in the media while also doing good for the community. Handmade goods such as clay jewelry and keychains will be sold to PHS students/staff and profits will be donated to local charities in need, allowing for students to make their mark!
PHS Math Team Social, Investigative Academic Club PHS Math Team will be a place to discuss interesting mathematics that may not be found in the typical school curriculum. We will hold presentations, guest lectures, and participate in various math competitions like the American Math Competition and the Princeton University Math Competition.
PHS Model Congress Social, Investigative, Enterprising Academic Club It's a competitive role-playing simulation of the United States congress to teach high schoolers about the workings of congress and laws.
PHS Networks for Business Social, Enterprising Academic Club Our main goal is to have discussions about issues in our community and around the world and try to solve these problems by creating business ideas. We will also try to come up with innovative ideas in our discussions and earlier on in the year, we aim to have casual discussions about these issues and solutions but eventually, we will participate in various business plan competitions in February and March.
PHS Odyssey of the Mind Social Artistic, Investigative Arts, Music, Performance or Culinary To teach students how to use their creative thinking skills in order to evolve into problem solvers.
PHS Pen Pal Club Social, Artistic Arts, Music, Performance or Culinary To create long distance friendships through reviving the art of correspondence via handwritten letters.
PHS Poetry Club Social, Artistic Arts, Music, Performance or Culinary To introduce the PHS community to the fun side of poetry that isn't necessarily brought into english classrooms, and give a safe space for fellow writers to share their work.

PHS Quant and Data Science Club Investigative, Enterprising Academic Club
PHS Quant and Data Science Club aims to predict outcomes of the future using data analysis of the past. Our club brings people together to make models that tackle tomorrow's big questions such as sports odds, the stock market, election outcomes, etc. with today’s technology. 
 Our hope is to build up a portfolio of accurate models that can be further applied in today’s changing world and share our passion and knowledge in this exciting field.

PHS Research Club Realistic, Investigative, Enterprising Academic Club Extend awareness of research efforts occuring at PHS, introduce new students to research, and fundraise for continuation of student projects.
PHS Science Olympiad Social, Investigative Academic Club We want to encourage to learn science outside of their science classrooms. Through lessons, invitationals, and competitions, we hope to motivate members to expand their knowledge and interest in science.
PHS Speech and Debate Social, Investigative Academic Club Teach students about speech and debate
PHS St. Jude Children's Research Hospital Realistic, Artistic, Social Awareness, Community or World Interest PHS St. Jude Children's Research Hospital community service group raises public awareness of childhood cancer and supports the effort to end childhood cancer. We hold and participate in various events such as end childhood cancer walkathons, fundraising concerts, DIY sessions to make toys for donations, and awareness lectures. Together, we can learn to help others, live in a community, and have a better understanding of ourselves.
PHS Strength and Conditioning Club Social Sports or Recreation Club Promote fitness among PHS students, educate athletes new to weightlifting, hold competitions and events for weightroom athletes
PHS Table Tennis Club Social Sports or Recreation Club PHS Table Tennis Club looks to host a fun environment for students to de-stress and get to know each other through a shared interest of a well-known game.
PHS Tech Crew Realistics, Artistic, Social Arts, Music, Performance or Culinary PHS Tech Crew is the Performing Arts Department student group, responsible for executing the set construction, painting, lighting, sound and stage management needs for all Music and Drama productions in the PAC and BBT. A focus is placed on student learning and leadership while providing service to the community and a strong commitment to the club and each other.
PHS WebDev Social, Enterprising, Conventional Academic Club Our mission at PHS WebDev is to introduce students to the wide world of web development, and increasingly significant area of study that many students can benefit from being involved with. Students can utilize website development to do a variety of tasks such as promoting businesses, sharing data, getting involved with the community etc. Eventually, the goal of PHS WebDev for the foreseeable future is to create a robust website dedicated to gathering accurate student feedback or performing any other task than builds a bridge between the student body and the administration.
PHS Young Investors Club Social, Investigative, Enterprising Academic Club School may teach us about the Pythagorean theorem or the Civil War, but these concepts can only go so far to help once we grow up to be an independent individual in this capitalist economy. The PHS Young Investors club focuses on building on a skill that isn't taught, also known as investing. With future debts upcoming such as student and car loans, a salary may not be sufficient. Knowing how to invest will ultimately put your money to work and guide you to financial freedom. In this club, we'll cover all the basics of the stock market including tradable securities such as stocks, options, and spreads. We'll host a school-wide competition to see who can capitalize on the skills that we'll teach. There may be prizes for the top investors. In addition to that, we are going to participate in the KWHS Investment Competition hosted by Wharton. No experience is required to participate in this club! Since many teens don't have the opportunity to experience this, we hope you join us on this journey to explore new avenues.
Physics Club Realistic, Investigative Academic Club You encourage the learning and practice of physics by offering lessons and interesting problems.
Poker Club Social Sports or Recreation Club The poker club aims to have fun playing poker (not for money) and build a community of people that can have a good time together.



Pottery Club Artistic, Social Arts, Music, Performance or Culinary To give every student a creative outlet and allow them to meet new students who share a common interest (art/pottery). It will also be a form of self-care because art is very therapeutic.
Prince Yearbook Social, Artistic, Enterprising Arts, Music, Performance or Culinary Calling all creative students, photographers, journalists, writers, designers etc! Join our staff to create a memorable yearbook for the school!
Princeton Frisbee Club Social Sports or Recreation Club To help people get to know each other through Ultimate Frisbee
Princeton Soccer Robotics Realistic, Artistic, Social Academic Club Design, build and program autonomous soccer robots to compete in the annual Robocup Junior competition.
PULSE Social Awareness, Community or World Interest Give women (especially women who belong to disadvantaged groups) in society a space to flourish and multiple leadership opportunities.
Puzzle Club Social, Investigative Sports or Recreation Club The mission of this club is to have a place where students of PHS can have some fun solving puzzles or riddles of all kinds, whether it be jigsaw puzzles, crossword puzzles, rebuses, or others.
Rap Club Artistic, Social Arts, Music, Performance or Culinary To create an environment in which members and students can express themselves freely as well as learn how to rap (rhythm and poetry).
Science Bowl Investigative, Social Academic Club To practice Science Bowl and take part in the annual National Science Bowl competition
Self-Care Club Realistic, Social, Artistic Awareness, Community or World Interest The PHS Self-Care Club is a welcoming space for students to escape from the stress that school brings us. It's common to feel overwhelmed and stressed in high school, and we tend to fall back into unhealthy coping mechanisms. In this club, students will meet every week to learn ways to take care of themselves, such as journaling, planning, recipes, DIYs, and much more!
Sexual Assault Awareness and Prevention Social, Investigative Awareness, Community or World Interest Our mission is to raise awareness throughout the student body about the ever-present issue of sexual assault in today's world. We will share real information, statistics, and ways to help in order to educate our community while also holding fund raisers for organizations that assist victims of sexual assault.
She's the First Social Awareness, Community or World Interest She's the First is a club that focuses on empowering girls through education. Their goal is to provide access to a substantial education to girls. We will discuss and promote ways for girls to feel heard.
SiSTEM Social Academic Club SiSTEM is the all-female STEM club at PHS, encouraging girls to pursue their interests in STEM fields. Our goal is to create a welcoming environment for females to share their ideas and experiences, which we do through our club meetings and activities such as STEM projects, guest speakers, and local outreach. We also aim to close the gender gap in STEM classes at Princeton High School!
Spectacle Theatre Realistic, Artistic, Social Arts, Music, Performance or Culinary To let all students be apart of and appreciate theatre, wether or not they are in a drama class / show.
SPORK Magazine Realistic, Artistic, Social Arts, Music, Performance or Culinary SPORK is PHS's only food and dining magazine — providing recipes, articles, interviews, and reviews. We create 3 physical and digital magazines per school year.
Sports Analytics Club Investigative, Social Academic Club To educate students about advanced sports statistics and analytics. We will go over the past week in sports and use probability to discuss upcoming events events.
TedxPHS Social, Enterprising Awareness, Community or World Interest Our mission is to support students in developing and sharing their ideas in the form of short Ted-talks, augment depth and spread awareness, and foster discussion on a variety of topics.
The Agriculture Club Realistic, Social Awareness, Community or World Interest The mission of The Agriculture Club is to teach high school students about agriculture, what it is, the importance of it, and examples of it.
The Courtyard Garden Club Realistic, Investigative, Social Awareness, Community or World Interest The Courtyard Garden Club will serve as a student help team for the courtyard renovation project initiated by Mr. Hoffman. We'll help with fundraising, maintenance, design, and cleaning of the three PHS courtyards. Our mission is to create and maintain the PHS courtyards, accessible for all PHS students and faculty to rest and relax.
The Ivy Artistic, Social, Enterprising Arts, Music, Performance or Culinary The Ivy is the visual and literary arts magazine of Princeton High School. We aspire to represent the artistic and literary talent of the PHS student body through quarterly publications. Students submit their work for review, and the selected works are used to create the magazine. Our staff publishes and distributes the magazine among the 1,600+ faculty and students at our school, in addition to online publication.
The Piñata Plan Artistic, Social Arts, Music, Performance or Culinary We want to celebrate latino culture through the art of piñata making by making both traditional and modern piñatas. Majority of our materials will come from cardboard donation in order to reduce waste and pollution. We will also try to donate our piñatas to kids who are unable to have their own for their birthday.
The Researcher Investigative, Enterprising Academic Club We want to educate students on scientific discoveries and latest features in school and outside through our magazine
The Secret Yarn Society Realistics, Artistic, Social Arts, Music, Performance or Culinary The mission of this club is to spread the joy of knitting and crocheting, but also, mostly all of the items that are knitted or crocheted in our club will be donated.
The Tower Investigative, Artistic, Social Awareness, Community or World Interest The Tower serves as a medium of information for the community through reporting and/or analyzing the inner workings of Princeton High School, the school district, and cultural and athletic events that affect the student body; providing a source of general news for parents, teachers, and peers; voicing various opinions from an informed group of writers; and maintaining quality in accurate content and appealing aesthetics, as well as upholding professionalism and journalistic integrity.
Think Pink Social, Enterprising Awareness, Community or World Interest Think Pink, is about raising awareness for breast cancer and supporting those who have had it or are currently struggling with it. Students who are a part in it will take part in a variety of activities including getting to know people who had or currently have breast cancer, going to fundraisers, making small projects to share with patients, and getting involved with different breast cancer organizations to learn more. This is a great opportunity for anyone to learn about selflessness and sympathy, and realize that breast cancer can affect anyone, including those around us.
USA Biology Olympiad Club Investigative, Social Academic Club The mission of USABO is to allow students that have an interest in biology and science to come together and be able to compete at a national level.
weEmpower Social Awareness, Community or World Interest Empowering underrepresented students to express themselves and become leaders
weEMPOWER Awareness, Community or World Interest Our mission is to empower underrepresented students to express themselves and become leaders.
Women's Health Club Social, Enterprising Awareness, Community or World Interest The purpose of this club is to spread awareness and fundraise for women's health issues. Last year we were in collaboration with RISE and donated more than $500 worth of sanitary items to help women in need. This year we are planning on spreading our reach and informing the public about these issues through a blog, which will be collaborative to anyone who wants to write a post. We are planning on more fundraising events, and even events hosted, out of school which we can bring doctors and other professionals to speak about the importance of women's health.
World Affairs Club Social Awareness, Community or World Interest To promote global understanding and co-operation through discussing issues, helping out those in need, and raising awareness about the experiences and views of other cultures.
Wrestling Club Social Sports or Recreation Club To introduce the sport of wrestling to students and get more people on the team
Yoga Club Social Sports or Recreation Club To relax and unwind during the day with yoga!


